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QoSネットワーク上のマルチキュースイッチにおける

オンラインバッファ管理アルゴリズムの競合比の改良析

小林浩二↑ 宮崎修一竹 岡部寿男什
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E-mail：↑kobaya@net.ist.i.kyoto u.ac.jpぅ↑↑｛shuichi,okabe }@rnedia.kyoto-u.ac.jp 

あらまし オンラインバッフア管理問題は？近年のネットワークにおける主要な論点となっている QoS(Quality of 

Service）保証実現のための？スイッチのキュー管理をオンライン問題として定式化した問題であり，様々なモデ、ルが考

案されている．本論文では Azarらによって考案された QoSネットワーク上のマルチキュースイッチを扱ったモデル

を取り上げる Azarらは本モデルの競合比の上限を得るためにう“therelaxed model”というモデルを導入している，

我々はrelaxedmodelに対するオンラインアルゴリズム DSを提案することにより競合比を改良し？その結果としてマ

ルチキュースイッチモデ、ルの競合比の改良を行った．以下は本論文におけるマルチキュースイッチモデルの競合比の

改良の一例である.(i）プリエンプション不可能，かつパケットの価値が2値であるモデルにおいてう十分大きな Bに

対して？決定性アルゴリズムの競合比の上限を4から 3.177に改良した.Bは各キューが同時に保持で、きるパケットの

最大数である.(ii）プリエンプション不可能？かつパケットの価値が2値であるモデルにおいて1十分大きな Bに対し

て3乱択アルゴリズムの競合比の上限が高々lf-v30 '.:::'. 3.023であることを示した

キーワード競合比解析，マルチキュースイッチ，バッファ管理
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Abstract The online buffer management problem formulates the problem of queuing policies of network switches 

supporting QoS (Quality of Service) guarantee. For this problem, a lot of models have been consider巴d Among 

others, we focus on multi-queue switches in QoS Networks proposed by Azar et al.Azar et al introduced the re 

laxed model in order to achieve a good upper bound on the competitive ratio for this model. In this paper, we 

improve th巴competitiveratios of several multi-queu巴modelsby improving an upper bound for the relaxed model. 

We propose an online algorithm DS (Dual Scheduling) for the relaxed model. This algorithm works for ( either 

preemptive or non-preemptive) 2-value model, but it uses出 subroutinesonline algorithms for the non『 preemptive

unit-value model, which has been extensively studied. The performance of DS depends on the performance of the 

algorithms used as subroutines. The followings are a couple of examples of the improvement on the competitive 

ratios of multi-queue models using our result: (i) We improved the competitive ratio of deterministic algorithms 

for the non-preemptive 2-value model from 4 to 3.177 for large enough B. a switch can store up to B packets 

simultan巴ously.(ii) We proved that th巴 competitiveratio of randomized algorithms for the nor印 reemptive2-value 

model is at most子－♂0'.:::'. 3.023 for large enough B. 

Key words Competitive analysis; Multi-Queue Switches; Buffer management 
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1. Introduction 
and lower bound results for several models. In the multi-

value model，α（孟 1)is the ratio between the largest and the 

smallest values of packets. Among them, let us briefly review 

the technique in [7], which weir叩 rovein this paper. 

In [7], the authors proposed a technique to convert an on-

line algorithm for a single queue model into that of multi-

queue model, so that the competitive ratio of the latter is at 

most twice that of the former. More formally, they defined 

the relaxed model of the multi queue switch model ( which 

will be formally defined in Sec. 2. 2). They showed that if (i) 

the competitive ratio of the single queue model is at most 

c, and (ii) the competitive ratio of the preemptive relaxed 

model is at most c', then the competitiv巴 ratioof the cor-

responding multi-queue model is at most cc'. They proved 

that the competitive ratio of a greedy algorithm for the re-

laxed model is at most 2, and combining this with the results 

for the single-queue models (Table 2), they obtai田 dupper 

bounds described in Table 1. 

A great amount of work has been done in order to guaran-

tee Qual均 ofService (QoS) on七heInternet. One possible 

way of supporting QoS is differentiated services (DiffServ), 

where a tra侃cdescriptor assigns a value to each packet ac-

cording to the importance of th巴 packet.QoS switches then 

try to decide accepta町 e/rejection阻 d/orthe order of trans-

mission of packets using priority values. The goal of the 

bu旺ermanagement algorithm is to maximize the total value 

of transmitted packets. 

Recently, this kind of problem is modeled as online prob-

lems, and a great amount of work has been done. There have 

been proposed a lot of models, and the most basic one is th巴

following [l]: A sw1抽出 abuffer of bounded size B. An 

input is a sequence of events. Each ev巴ntis an arrival event 

or a send event. At an arrival event, one packet arrives at 

an input port. Each packet has the priority value and the 

size （七hesize is always one in this simplest case). A switch 

can store packets provided that the total size of stored pack Our Results. In this paper, we improve an upper bound on 

E七sdoes not exceed B, namely, a switch can store up to B the competitive ratio of the preemptive relaxed model. We 

pack出 simultaneously. At an a汀 ivalevent, if the buffer is propose an algorithms DS(A1) for the p民印刷iverelaxed 

full, the new packet is rejected. If there is a room for the model, where A1 is an online algorithm for the ur此 value

new packet, an online policy determines, without knowledge multi-queue model that are used as subroutines. We prove 

of the future, to accept it or not. At each send event, the that if the competitive ratio of A1 is at most c, then the 

packet at the head of the queue is transmitted. The g叫 of competitive ratio of DS(A1) is at most c ＋布考bi・ Us-

the problem is to maximize the sum of the values of transmit- ing this result’we impr 

ted packet日. A goodness of an onlin巴 policyis evaluated by ratios of multi queue 2 valu巴modelswhere the value of pack-

the competitive analysis [9], [18]. If, for any inputσ， an on- ets is restricted to 1 and α（孟 1),as summarized in Table 1 

line policy A obtains val田 atleast 1/c of the optimal offiine (Details are included in Sec. 4.). 

policy for σ， then we S可 thatA is c-competitive. Note that Azar et al. [7] showed that improving compet-

Up to th巴 present,several mod巴lshav巴 beenconsidered. itive ratios for singl巴 queuemodels implies improving com-

Among them, Azar et al. have introduced a M凶ti-Queue petitive ratios for multi-queue models. Our results in this 

Switches model [7］目 Inthis model, a switch consists of m in paper gives addit悶 1alpot巴ntial:Improvi時 compet出vera-

put por七sand one output port, and each packet has a des七i－もiosfor unit-value multi-queue models also implies improving 

nati 

simultaneously store up to B packets. An input is a sequence 

of events. Each even七isan arrival event or a scheduling even七

(which is similar to the send event described above). When a 

packet arrives at an arrival event, an online policy determin邑s

to accept it (if the bu百erhas room forけ1enew packet), rejec七

凡 orpreempt (namely, drop packets already m七hebuffer to 

make space) and accept the new packet. (We consider both 

models in which preepmtion is allowed and models not.) At 

a scheduling event, an online policy s巴lectsone nonempty 

buffer訂 1dtransmits the first packet of the queue through 

the output port. 

Previous Results. Several results on the competi七ive『

ness of the multi queue model have been pres巴nted[2］ぅ［6］～

[8], [11], [12], [1寸. Table 1 summarizes current best upper 

Related Results. For the unit value multi queue model, 

a lot of works have been done. Azar et al. [7] gave a lower 

bound 1.366 -e(l/m) of deterministic algorithms for any 

B, and an upper bound 三・d竺 1.581) of a randomized al 

go巾 hm. Albers et al. [2] showed that no greedy algorithm 

can be better than 2 -1/ B e( m-1/(2B-2)) for any Band 

large enough m. They also gave a 17/9（ご 1.89) cor時 etitive

deterministic algorithm for B ~ 2, and it is optimal in the 

case B = 2. Furtl回 more,a lower bound e=T（ど 1.581) of 

online deterministic algorithms for any B and large enough 

m, and a lower bound 1.465 of online randomized algo-

rithms for any B and large enough m were presented. Azar 

et al. [6] showed a三・d竺 1.58）司competitivedeterministic al 
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表 1 Competitve ratios for the multi-queue models 

Non-Preemptive Preemptive 

Lower Bound Upper Bound Lower Bound Upper Bound 

1＋αln(ol（α一助［11] 4-1 (7] 三T勾 1.58(2] 2.564ぺ2.6↑［寸

2-value 3.177t [this paper) 2.465t [this paper) 

determm1st1c 
3. 773§ [this paper) 2.577§ [this paper) 

algoriもhm

multi-value In（臼）十 1(5] 2ln（臼） +4(7] 三T勾 1.58[2] 3 -1／臼（12]

1.465 [2] 1.465 (2] 2.5 (7] 

randomized 
3.023 t [this paper) 2.214t [this paper] 2-value 

algorithm 

2.297↑［this paper) 

multi-value 1.465 [2] 1.465 [2] 

'B→oo, t any B, •large enough B, § Bミ2

表 2 single-queue model 

Non-Preemptive Preemptive 

Lower Bound Upper Bound Lower Bound Upper Bound 

determinisもic 2-value 2 -1／臼［1] 2 -1／臼（5] 1.28 (13], (19] 1.282 (10] 

algori出 m mul七i-value ln（臼） + 1 (5] In（臼） + 2(4] 1.419 (14] 1.732(10] 

randomized 2-value 1.197[3] 1十日きー α一I[3] 

algonthm multi-value 

gorithm for B > log m. Also, Schm凶［17]presented a 3/2-

competitive randomized algorithm. 

As for single-queue models, the current upper岨 dlower 

bounds on competitive ratios are summarized in Table 2. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this sectio民 weformally define the problem studied in 

this paper, and the relaxed model introduced in [7]. 

2. 1 Online Buffer Management Problem for 

Multi-Queue Switches 

A multi queue swi七chhas m input ports (FIFO queues) 

each of which is equipped with a buffer whose size is B. The 

size of a packet is one, and hence each port can store up七O

B packets simultaneously. Each packet has its value corre-

sponding to七hepriority. In the unit value model, the value 

of any packet is identical, say one. In the 2-value model, 

which is studied in this paper, each packet takes one of two 

values, say, 1 and α（孟 1).We call a packet with value 1 （α， 
r巴spectively)a 1-packet (anα－packet, respec七ively).

An input is a sequence of events. An event is an arrivαJ 

event or a scheduling event. At an arrival event, a pack<巴t

(say, p) arrives at an input port (1 through m), and the task 

of an online algorithm ( or an online policy) is to select one 

of the following actions: insert an arriving packet into the 

corresponding queue ( accept p ), drop it （的ectp), or drop 

a pad日 p1existi珂 inthe current buffer and accept p (pre-

empt p'). (We consider in this paper both preemptive and 

non-preemptive models.) If a packet is accepted, it is針。red

at the tail of the corresponding input queue. We assume 

that no more than one packets arrive at the same time. At a 

scheduling event, an online algorithm selects one nonempty 

input port from m ones and transmits the packet at the head 

of th巴 selectedqueue. 

The gain of an algoriもhmis the sum of the values of trans-

mitted packets, and our goal is to maximize it. The gain 

of an algorithm A for an input σis denoted by l公（σ）. If 

VA（σ） 主主 Vopr（σ） / c for an arbitrary input σ？ we say that 

A is c competitive, where OPT is an optimal ofRine policy 

for σWithout loss of generality, We can assume that OPT 

never preempts packets. For simplicity of analysis, we con-

sider the algorithm which transmits a packet at a scheduling 

event whenever its buffer is not empty. Such姐 algorithmis 

call巴dwork-consen川町 (See [7], e.g.) 

2. 2 The Relaxed Model 

The relaxed model is th巴 sameas the usual preemptive 

Multi-Qu巴uemodel de危1edin Sec. 2. 1，巴xceptfor the follow-

ing relaxation: In the original model, only a packet at the 

he日dof an input queue can be transmitted at a scheduling 

event, but in the relaxed model, any packet can be transmit 

ted (nam吻， the buffer is not a queu巴）.As is the case with 

Multi Queue mod巴1,we can assume, without loss of gener-

ality, tha七OPTnever preempts. Throughout this paper, 
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for simplicity, the 2-value multi-q田町 model(the unit-value 

multi-queue model and the preemptiv巴 relaxedmodel, re-

spectively) is denoted by M2 ( M1, and Mr, respectively). In 

addition, we denote O PT2 ( 0 PT1 and O PTr, respectively) 

optimal o飽inealgorithms for M2 (M1 and Mr, respectively). 

3. Algorithm DS  

We propose Dual Scheduli時 Algorithm(DS)for Mr in 

Sec. 3. 1, and analyze the competitive ratio of DS in Sec. 3. 2. 

3. l Dual Scheduling Algorithr叫DS)

In this section, we give the definition of Dual Scheduling 

Algorithm (DS). Let A1 be担 onlin巴 algorithr

uses A1 as a subroutine, and hence it is written as DS(A1), 

but for simplicity, we write“DS”instead of “DS(A1）”when 

A1 is clear. 

We give some definitions. For a time t whenむ1event oc-

curs, t-represents a moment before t and after the previous 

event occurred. Similarly, t+ is a moment after t担 dbefore 

the next event occurs. The jth queue of the switch is denoted 

as Q(j) (1壬任問）.For an algorithm Ar for M円引（t)de-

notes the number of pack巴tsAr holds in Q(j) at time t when 

no event happens. ggk(t) denotes the number of αpackets 

DS holds in Q(j) at time t when組 even七doesnot happen. 

Let σ（ t) denote th巴 prefixofσup to time t. To defi民組

algorithm, we need to specify its buffer management policy 

at an arrival event, and a scheduling policy at a scheduling 

巴vent.

Buffer Management: DS accepts packets greedily, 

namely, when a 1-packet p arrives at Q(i) at time t, DS 

accepts p if h ~)3(t-) < B. Otherwise, p is rejected. When 

anα－packet q arrives at Q(i) at t, if h~）s(t一） < B, the 
accepts q. If h~)3(t-) =Band g~主（tー） < B, a 1-packet is 

preempted and q is accepted. Otherwise, q is rejected. 

Scheduling: DS(A1) uses two subro凶 nesAS(Ai) (st組 ι
ing forα－packet Scheduling algorithm）組 dOS(A1) (st阻 ding

for 1・packetSchedulingαlgorithm) defined later. (H巴nc巴 A1

is actually a subsubroutine of DS.) For simplicity, w巴 write

AS組 dOS instead of AS(Ai)姐 dOS(Ai), respectively, 

wh巴nA1 is cl巴ar.

At a scheduling event at time t, execute one of出巴 following

cas巴s:

Case Dl.l: 

If there exists a queu巴 Q(i)where g~)5(t-) > 0, DS calls 

AS, decides theα－packet p to be transmitted, and 

tr担 1smitsp. 

In this case, we say that “AS returns p”for convenience. 

Execute one of the following cases. 

Case Dl.1.1: 

4
A
 

門

i

If DS has no packet in its buffers after an executiton 

of Case Dl.l, DS calls OS. 

Note that OS does not return a packet by the 

definition of Step の3on OS (See b巴low).This case 

is executed in order to transmit all packets which OS 

stores but D S does not store after the execution of 

Case Dl. l. Note that the sum of packets transmitted 

by OS is different from the sum of packets returned 

by OS. 

Case Dl.1.2: 

If DS has a packet in its buffers after an executiton 

of Case Dl.1.1, finish the execution. 

Case Dl.2: 

If there does not叩 sta queue Q(i) where g~）5(t一） > 0, 
DS calls OS, decides the 1 packet p to be transmitted, 

and transmits p. Similarly, we say that “OS returns p” 

Execute one of the following cases. 

Case Dl.2.1: 

If DS has no packet in its buffers after an executiton 

of Case Dl.2, DS calls OS. 

This purpose of this case is similar to Case D 1.1. l. 

Case Dl.2.2: 

If DS has a packet in its buffers after an executiton 

of Case Dl.2.1, finish the execution. 

AS and OS are defined in the following: 

α－Packet Scheduling Algorithm(AS(A1)): 

(AS is called at time t. ) 

Step Al: 

AS transforms σ（ t) into σ’（ t) by removing all arrival 

events of 1-packets from σ（ t). 

St巴pA2: 

AS siml出 tesA1 onσ’（ t), regarding σ’（ t) as an input 

for M1. Let p be the packet that A1 decides to transmit 

at the current scheduling event (namely, at the end of 

σ’（t)). Then, AS returns p to DS，組 dthis routine is 

finished. No七ethat DS holds pat t-since DS greedily 

accep七sarriving αpackets, DS transmits α－packe七sby 

priority, and DS has transmitted the same packet as AS 

whenever AS was called. 

1-Packet Scheduling Algorithm(OS(Ai)): 

( OS is called at time t. ) 

Stepの1・

OS convertsσ（ t) into σ11 ( t) by removing all scheduling 

events where OS is not called by DS before t. 

Note that an event where either Cas巴 Dl.1.1or Dl.2.1 
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is executed is not removed al七houghAS is called at this 

tim巴. (This property is used in the proof of Lemma 3.9.) 

Step の2・

OS sim1出 tesA1 onσ＂ ( t), regarding σ＂ ( t) as an input 

for M1 ・How巴ver,since two kinds of packets, 1-packets 

andα－packets C組 arriveat an arrival event in σ吋t),A1 

C岨 notbe run forσ吋t)if nothing is done. So A1 

executes a buffer management forarriving packets 

according to the following definition. We will give one 

more remark to d巴fineOS. J仏（t) also denotes the 

number of packets which OS holds in Q(i) at time t when 

no巴venthappens. 

Buffer Management for OS: OS acc巴pts1-packets 

greedily, namely, when anα－packet q arrives at Q(i) a七

tir配 t",OS acc巴ptsq if h岱（t”一） < B. Otherwise, q 

is rejected. When a 1-packet p arrives at Q(i) at tぺif

hg:s,(t”一） < B, then OS acc巴ptsp. If hg)s( t”－） =Band 

there exists anα－packet q' in Q(i), q’is preempted and p 

is accepted. If hg:s,(t”一） = B, there does not exist anα－ 

packet q' in Q(i) and DS accepts, OS preempts q" which 

DS does not hold at Q(i) at tー， and accepts p Otherwise, 

p is rejected. 

Let p be the packet that A1 decides to transmit at the 

curr巴ntscheduling event (namely, at the end of 〆（t)). 

Step の3:

If the buffer of OS is empty a七七heend of 〆（t),OS does 

not return any packet and this routine is finished. 

Otherwise, let Q(i) be the queue where A1 selects a 

packet to transmit at the current scheduling event 

(nam巴ly,at the end of σ＂（t)). OS selects an arbitrary 

packet p from Q( i) ，祖dperforms one of the following 

cases depending on p. 

Case の3.1:

If DS holds pin the buffer at t-, OS transmits p 

and returns p to D S. This routine is finished. 

Caseの3.2:

If D S does not hold p in the buffer at tー ？

OS transmits p. Go back to Stepの3.

Note that OS returns at most one packet but can transmit 

some packets at a single scheduling event. Also, note that 

OS can return all 1-packets which訂 E accepted and are not 

dropped by DS (See Lemma 3.8). 

3. 2 Competitive Analysis of DS 

3. 2. 1 Overview of the Analysis 

For an input σT for Mr, let TB,1 （σr) (TB,a（σr ), respec-

tively) be the number of 1-packets （α－packets, respectively) 

ps 

(ii) DS drops p (namely, pis rejected at t泊nceD S greedily 

ac田 pts訂 rivingpackets), and (ii) OPTr accepts p, which is 

eventually transmitted since OPTr nev巴rpre巴mpts.For an 

input σT for Mr, let TB,1 （σr) (TJ'J,a（σr ), resp巴ctively)b巴 the

number of 1-packets （α－packets, re叩 ectively)p such that (i) 

p arrives at Q(i) at time t where g~)5(t-) < B, (ii) DS drops 

p, and (iii) OPTr ac田 ptsp. Since DS ac田 ptsarriving pack 

ets greedily, if anα－pack巴七 isdropped from Q(i) at t, then 

g~）s(t一） = B. Therefore, TB，α（σr) = 0 holds. We will prove 

in Lemma 3.2, that for a町 onlinealgorithm Ar for Mr担 d

for any input σ：for which the above defined TB,1 （σ；） > 0, 
七hereexists another input σf for which TB,1 （σ~ ） = 0 and 

th巴 competitiveratio of Ar is equal to or larger than that 

for O'~. Therefor官， itSU伍cesto consider only I即 utsσT

for which TB,1 （『r)= 0. Hence the numbers of 1 packets 

and α－packets, respectively, OPTr accepts but DS drops 

訂 eTJ'J,i（σr) and TB，α（σr), Then, v;コPTr（σr）壬 VDs（σr)+ 

TJ'J,1（σr) ＋αTB,a（σr) holds. Let RA （σr) (A={AS,OS})be 

the number of packets returned by A for an input σr for Mr, 

Note七hatDS transmits a packet returned by AS or OS. 

Then VDs（σr)=Ros（σr) ＋αRAs（σr) by definition. Let D-

event be a scheduling event where DS transmits anα－packet 

and OPTr transmits a 1-packet. Let κbe the number of 

D-events. Suppose that the competitive ratio of A1, a sub-

routine of DS, is at most c (in M1). In Sec. 3. 2. 2, we show 

that min{(c -l)RAs（σr),RAs（σr) －κ｝孟 TB，α（σr),and in 

Sec. 3. 2. 3, we prove that RAs（σr) +min{(c-l)(RAs（σr) + 

Ras（再）），Ras（σr）｝孟 TB,a（σr)+ TJ'J,1（れ）. Therefore, 

日PTr（σr)=Ros（σr）＋αRAs（σr)+TJ'J,1（σr）＋αTB,a（σr）壬

叫：~~コ：＋2VDs （σr）・（See [15] how to cal印刷ethi日時

tio.) H回 ce,we have the following七heorem:

[Theorem 3.1] If the competitive ratio of A1 for M1 is at 

most c, then the competitive ratio of DS(A1) is at most 
αc(2ーc)tc2 2ct2 

α（2-c)+c-1 

3. 2. 2 Analysis of AS 

At first, we show that it is su伍cientto consider only in-

putsσT such that TB,1 （σr) = 0. The proof of the following 

lemma is shown in [15]. 

[Lemma 3.2] Let σT for Mr be an input for which 

7瓦I（σr) > 0. Then, tl町 E exists an input σ；for Mr for 

TB,1（σ：） = 0叫 that鴇柑i孟宅記号よ
For組 alysis,we give some definitions. Let A1 be an onlin巴

algorithm for M1姐 dσ1be an input for M1. Let t be a time 

when no event occurs. We call h~~ (t) hg)PT, (t) gαpsat Q（τ） 

at t for A1, OPT1組 dσ1at M1 if h~~ (t) -hg与T,(t) > 0. 
For better understanding of gaps, we巴stimate七hedegree of 

increase and decreas巴 ofgaps in [15]. Then, we call an arr 

巴ventwhere A1 drops a p⑪ck巴tfrom Q（包i)a p-event for Ai’ 

OPT1 and σ1 at Q（色i)at t. Also, for a p--event for Ai, OPT1 

and an input 0'1 at Q(i) at time t, the corresponding g-event 
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(gap event) for A1, 0 PT1 and an input σ1 is a scheduling 

event that happens at Q(i) at t' satisfying the following three 

inequalities: h~~ (t")-h~ )PT, (t＂） 孟 h~~ (t一）－ h~）PT, (t一）＝

B h~与r,(t ) (Vt＂ε［t’＋， t ]), h~~ (t’一）＝凶：（t'+），加d

h~)PT, (t＇ー） = hぢ）PT,（内） + 1. An online algon伽 1A1, an 

optimal offiine algorithm OPT1 and an input σ1 for σr de-

cide whether an event is a Eトevent(g 

not. Hence, if an event e is a Fトevent(g

we write e is a p--巴ventfor A1, 0 PT1 and σ1 (g－巴ventfor A1 ， 

OPT1阻 dσ1,re日pectively).We may omit A1, OPT1 orσ1 

when they are de訂．

Here, we give some definitions about the number of p-

events and g-events. For an input σ1 at M1, and an online 

algor地 m A1 for M1, let P A1 （σ1)(YA1（σ1), respectively) de-

note the number of p--events for A1 and o-1 (g events for A1 

and σゎrespectively).Note that AS組 d0 S can be regarded 

as A1 since they convert an input σT for M, into σ1 for M1, 

and decide a packet to be transmitted by DS. The proof of 

the following lemma is shown in [15]. 

[Lemma 3.3] Let A1 be an online algorithm for M1 and σl 

be an input for M1・Then,PA，（σ1) = YA, （σ1 ). 
Here, we give some definitions. For an input σT for Mr 

and a time t when no event happens, let TB，α（σr, t) be the 

number of α－packets p such that (i) p arrives at Q(i) at time 

t' wh巴reg~)5(t' ) = Bぅ（ii)DS drops pat t＂（ε［t’， t]), and 

(iii) OPT, accepts p at t'. For an inputσ1 for M1ぅ組dan 

o凶mealgorithm A1 for M1, let PA, （σ1, t) denote the num-

ber of p--events for A1 andσ1 where happen before t. Note 

七hatA1 can be AS or OS, which can be regarded as an on-

line algorithm for 'M1. For any model M1, or Mr, let σbe 

an input and A be an algorithm. (Note that A incl凶 esOS, 

which is an algorithm in Mr.) Then define TA（σ） to be the 

number of transmitted packets by A for an inputσ 

In Sec. 3. 2. 2, we show a relation between the number of 

α－packets which are not accepted by DS, namely TB，α（σr)' 

and the number of p--events for AS, OPTr and an input σT 

at Mr, namely, P As（σr). In addition, we show an upper 

bound of the number on g-events for AS, 0 PTr and an in-

putσT at M,, namely, YAs（σr ). Now, we spec均 agap for 

AS, OPTr and an input σT at Mr・LetσT be an input for 

Mr. We call g~ )5(t) -h~レr)t) gaps at Q(i) at t for AS, 

OPTr and 叫 ifg~）5(t） 一時）PTr(t) > 0. Then, we call an ar-

rival event where D S drops anα－packet from Q（τi) a p-event 

for AS, 0 PTr and σAS at Q(i) at t. Also, for a p--event at 

Q(i) at time t, the corresponding g-event (gap event) for AS, 

OPTr and σr is a scheduling event that happens at t' satis-

fying the following three conditions: g~)s( t") -hgレTr( t＂）孟

g~)5(t-) -hgレT)t一） = B hgレTr(t一） (Vt＂ξ ［t’＋， t一］），

g弘（t＇ー） = g~)s(t’+), and hg)PT)t’一） = hg)PTr(t'+) + 1. 

The proof of the following lemma is shown in [15]. 

[Lemma 3.4] Let t be a time when no event happens, and 

σT be an input for M,. Then, P As（σr, t）孟TB，α（σr,t). 

Recall that a D-event is a scheduling event at which OPT, 

transmits a 1-packet and AS transmits anα－packet. In or-

der to evaluate the number of g-events when κD-events 

happen, we consider a modification of M1, which we call the 

地 epmodel (denoted by Ms)-An input for Ms is a sequence 

of events. An event is an arrival event, an N-scheduling 

event (normal scheduling event) or an Sopr-scheduli珂 event

(OPT scheduling sleep event). An arrival event for M, is 

the same as M1, and an N-scheduling event is the same as 

a scheduling event for M1. An So pr-scheduling even七isan 

event in which an online algorithm A can transmit a packet 

from a queue, but OPT cannoも. Furthermore, A for M., 

cannot distinguish between an N-scheduling event and an 

Sopr-scheduling event. For simplicity, we denote OPTs an 

optimal offiine algorithms for Ms. Then, we say that OPTs 

sleeps for As if As transmits a packet at an So pr-scheduling 

event. Note that an online algorithm A1 for M1 can be used 

for M8. We define p--events and g-events for A1, OPTs and 

an inpit o-s at Ms in the same way as M1 ・Theproofs of the 

following lemmas are shown in [15]. 

[Lemma 3.5] Let A1 be an online algorithm for M1 whose 

competitive ratio is at most c. Let o-s be any input for 

Ms in which OPTs sleeps for A1 exactly k times, and 

let 0-1 be an input for M1 obtained from σs by replacing 

all Sopr-scheduling events by N-scheduling events. Then, 

min{(cーl)TA,（σ1), TA, （σ1) -k｝主 YA,（σs). 

[Lemma 3.6] Let σT be an i叩 u七forMr・Then,min{(c -

l)RAs（σr ), RAs（σr) －κ｝孟 YAs（σr）目

Proof. DS calls AS and transmits anα－packet, but OPTr 

transmits a 1-packet at a D event. So, we can consider OPTr 

sleeps for D S, namely, AS at a D-ev巴nt. Therefore, using 

Lemma 3.5, the number of g-events for AS, OPTr and σT is 

at most min{(c l)RAs（σr ), RAs（σr) －κ｝．口

Now, we are ready to show the main lemma in this section 

The proof of the following lemma is shown in [15]. 

[Lemma 3.7] Let σT be an input for Mr. Then, min{(c -

l)RAs(o-r ), RAs（σr) －κ｝孟 TB，α（σr). 

3. 2. 3 Analysis of OS 

In this section, we analyze OS to evaluate the numb巴rof 

packets which OPTr transmits but OS cannot return (Note 

that the sum of packets returned by OS is different from the 

sum of packets trar四 nittedby OS). At first, we show lem-

mas about properties of packets which OS and DS store at 

the same time. The proof of the following lemmas is shown 

in [15]. 

[Lemma 3.8] Let t be a time when no event occurs. If DS 

stores a 1 packet pat Q(i) at t, OS also stores pat Q(i) at t. 
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[Lemma 3.9] Let t be a time when no event happens. 

Then, Vi h~主（ t） 孟 h弘（t). 

We give some definitions. For an input σfor Mr, A = 
{AS, OS}, and a time t when an event does not happen, 

RA（σ，t) denotes the number of packets returned by A be-

fore t, and Tos（久 t)denotes the number of packets trans-

mitted by OS before t. The proofs of th巴 followinglemma 

and corollary are shown in [15]. 

[Lemma 3.10] Let t be a time when no event occurs, and 

σT be an input for Mr. Then, Vt RAs（σr, t) + Ros（σr, t) + 

ε；：1 h~）s(t） 孟 Tos （σr, t）十ε：：1h~包（ t） ・
[ Corollary 3.11] Let σT be an input for Mr. Then, 

RAs（σr) + Ros（σr）孟 Tos（σr).

We giv巴 adefinition for the following lemma. Let t be a 

time when no event happens, andσT be an input for Mr. 

TB,1 （σh t) denotes the number of I-packets p such that (i) p 

arrives at Q(i) at tir町 t’whereg日）s(t’－ ) < B and D S drops 

p at t＂（ε［tヘt]),and (ii) OPTr accepts p at t'. Also, we 

define a p-event and a g-event for an online algorithm OS, 

0 PTr and an input σT for Mr in the same way as M1 ・The

proof of the followi時 lemmais shown in [15]. 

[Lemma 3.12] Let t be a time when no event happens, and 

σT be an input for Mr. Then, Pos（σr, t）孟TB，α（σr,t) + 

TB,1（σh t). 

In order to evaluate an upper bound on the number of 

g event日 forOS, OPTr and an input σT at Mr, we con司

sider an exten白onof Ms (say, Ms,). For sir叩 licity,we de-

note OPTs, an optimal offiine algorithm for Ms'・ An in 

put for Ms, is a sequence of events. An event is an ar 

rival event, an N-scheduling巴V巴n七（normal scheduling event), 

姐 Sopr-sch巴duli

an SoN日ch巴dulingevent ( online algorithm sl邑ξPscheduling 

ev巴nt). An arrival even an N scheduling event, and担

So pr-scheduling巴ventare the same to those for Ms, re-

spectively. An SoN-scheduling event is a counterpart to an 

Sopr-scheduling event. Namely, an SoN-scheduling event is 

an event where OPTs, can transmit a packet, but an online 

algorithm As, for Ms, cannot. Further, As, cannot know 

the presence of any SoN-scheduling events. Hence, an on 

line algorithm A1 for M1 C担 1be appliεd for Ms, without 

modification. Then, we say that an online algorithm A1 for 

Ms, sleeps for OPTs, if A1 holds a packet at t , a schedul-

ing event happens a七t,and OPT8, transmits a packet at an 

SoN-sched叫mgevent. We define p-events and g-events for 

an online algorithm A1, 0 PTs, and an input o-,, a七Ms,in 

the same way as M1 ・Now,we are ready to show an upper 

bound on the number of g-even臼 foran online algorithm A1 

for λ1s,, OPTs, and an input σs' for Ms, at Ms, in the follow-

ing lemma. The proofs of th巴 followinglemma and corollary 

are shown in [15]. 

[Lemma 3.13] Let A1 be an online algorithm for M1 whose 

competitive ratio is at most c. Let o-,, be any input for M,, 

in which OPT,, sleeps for A1 exactly k times, and A1 sleeps 

for OPT,, exactly k' times, and let σ1 be an input for M1 

obtained from σu by replacing all Sopr-scheduling events 

by N-scheduling events (Note that we do not change SoN-

scheduling events). Then, k’＋mi吋（c-l)TA1（σ1),TA1（σ1)-

k｝孟 YA1（σs' ). 

Now,w巴areready to show the lemma which evaluates the 

number of g-events for OS and OPTr at Mr. 

[Lemma 3.14] Let σr be an input for Mr・Then,RAs（σr)+ 

min{(c -l)(RAs（σr) + Ros（σr)),Ros（σr）｝孟 Yos（σr). 

Proof. At first, we consider the number of g-events for 

OS, and σT which happen at a time when DS calls AS. 

At this event, OS cannot transmit a packet since by the 

way of modification of σT in Stepの1but O PTr transmits a 

packet. Therefore, we can regard OS as sleeping for OPTr 

at RAs（σr) scheduling events. 

Secondly, we consider a scheduling event where D S calls 

OS mσr・ OS can transmit Tos（σr) packets at Ros（σr) 

scheduling events but OPTr transmits at most Ros（σr) 

packets at these events. Henc巴， we can regard O PTr as 

Tos（σr) Ros（σr) times sleeping for OS. By these facts, 

and Lemma 3.13, RAs（σr)+min{(cー l)Tos（σr),Tos（σr）一

(Tos（σr) - Ros（σr））｝孟 Yos（σr). Since RAs（σr) + 

Ros（σr）孟 Tos（σr) using Corollary 3.11, RAs（σr) + 

min{(c l)(RAs（σr)+Ros（σr )), Ros（σr）｝孟 Yos（σr)holds. 

口

The proof of the following lemma is shown in [15]. 

[Lemma 3.15] LetσT an input for Mr. Then, RAs（σr）十

min{(c -l)(RAs（σr) + Ros（σr)), Ros（σr）｝孟 TB，α（σr)+ 

7わ（σr).

4o Competitive Ratios for the Multi-

Queue乱1odel

In this section, we give upper bounds on several variants 

of M2, using Theor巴m 3.1 and Th巴oremA.1 in [15], whose 

proofs ar巴 shownin [15]. 

[Corollary 4.1] There is an online deterministic algorithm 

for the non preemptive M2 whose competitive ratio is at 

most 3.177 for large enough B目

[Corollary 4.2] There is an online deterministic algorithm 

for the non-pr巴emptiveM2 whose competitive ratio is at 

most 3. 778 for B二三 2

[Corollary 4.3] There is叩 onlinedeterministic algorithm 

for the preemptive M2 whose competitive ratio is at most 

2.465 for large enough B. 

[Corollary 4.4] There is拍 0凶inedeterministic algorithm 

for the preemptive M2 whose competitive ratio is at most 
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2.577 for Bミ2.

[Corollary 4.5] There is祖 onlinerandomized algorithm 

for the pr巴emptiveM2 whose competitiv巴 ratiois at most 

2.214 for large巴noughB. 

[Corollary 4.6] There is an online randomized algorithm 

for the pr巴巴mptiveM2 whose competitive ratio is at most 

2.297 for any B. 

[Corollary 4.7] There is an online randomized algorithm 

for the non-preemptive M2 whose competitive ratio is at 

most 3.174 for出 1yB. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

Although DS C叩 useany algorithm as a subroutine, we 

conjecture that it can achieve a better competitive ratio if it 

is customized to one specific online algorithm. 
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